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Chapter 5), can be regarded not so much as the best way to do things as ways to get around thinking that you can't. I don't follow all these suggestions myself. Some I have tried but no longer use, a few seem like good ideas to pass along although I have never tried them, and some points are raised merely to review the range of opinion or practice extant. I have included an immodest number of references to my own writing, in some instances to avoid repeating myself but more often because they are the studies I know best. I wrote them to be read, and I take every opportunity to call attention to them.

I also trust you realize that a brief monograph like this does not presume to be the Complete Guide to Writing Up Qualitative Research. For example, a vigorous dialogue has begun about descriptive research as text and the role of critical analysis in the social sciences, but these issues are not addressed here. Neither do I discuss underlying issues of theory in my effort to stay with the immediate task of helping you to get your thoughts and observations into presentable written form. Pretty basic stuff, all rather obvious to anyone who has completed the write-up of a study, found a way to get the results published, and suffered no ill aftereffects (e.g., a satisfactory dissertation but an unsatisfactory experience writing it, or a devastating review too early in one's career). At the same time, none of this is obvious at all to anyone who has faltered along the way; become bogged down by words, data, or theory; or who feels both unprepared and overwhelmed at the prospect of ever starting.

Nor is this going to be Writing Made Fun. Writing is always challenging and sometimes satisfying, but that is about as far as I can go in singing its praises. I confess to having become hooked: writing is the most satisfying scholarly activity in which I engage, and the most visibly lasting. Nevertheless, a few rare moments of ecstasy over something well written or favorably reviewed are meager compensation for all the agony endured to achieve it. The important thing for each of us is that when we have something to write about, the writing gets done.

This monograph serves as a case in point. I accepted the invitation to prepare it because I felt I might help struggling researcher-writers get on with their writing by describing some tactics that have worked for me. I began thinking about the project and jotting notes literally from the moment the idea was first proposed. I soon found time to begin organizing and writing a first draft. More than 15 months later, I submitted what proved to be the first of several "final" versions. Clearly one is at an advantage when invited to prepare a manuscript on an appropriate topic, and I am at a stage in my career when I can write what I choose. But no one could tell me exactly what story to tell or how to proceed. Those are the responsibilities of an author. I was promised only an interested editorial eye; there are no huge advances or guaranteed contracts for academic publishing of such modest scope.

I hope you share my belief that writing well is neither a luxury nor an option in reporting qualitative research; it is absolutely essential. Throughout the text, I stress the importance of revising and editing, something all aspiring authors can do (and ought to do more). Careful editing is the antidote for the lack of giftedness among the huge corpus of us who recognize that we had better write but are not among the better writers. There is little point to our efforts if we cannot get anyone to read what we have to report.

A writing tip borrowed from Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland: When you come to the end, stop. I have said enough by way of introduction. Nobody minds short chapters, especially when there are longer ones ahead.

2. GETTING GOING

This chapter presumes to help you get started with writing. "Getting Going," by the way, is a terrible title that offends my ear and, I hope, offends yours as well. If it does, there's hope for you as an editor of your own material, catching phrases during the rewriting process that somehow slip by the first or second time.

Some questions that come to mind for organizing this chapter relate to sorting and organizing data; focusing; and deciding when, how, and how to begin. I will touch upon each of these facets. Let me begin with some practical considerations for getting you started.

How To Begin

At the moment you generate sentences that could conceivably appear in your completed account, you have begun your writing. Whether your earliest efforts survive your subsequent pruning and editing is quite another matter and not of major consequence; you can look anyone in the eye and state that your writing is actually under way. There are all kinds of fancy words you can use to describe what you are doing prior to writing—organizing, conceptualizing, outlining, drafting, or
“cranking-up,” as Peter Woods (1985, pp. 92-97) describes it — but until your pencil forms sentences on paper or you achieve the equivalent effect through some miracle of modern technology you have no basis for claiming either the sympathy or admiration of your family, friends, or colleagues that you are really writing.

In addition to having something of consequence to write about, the basic requirements for getting at the task are a time and place and, depending on your personal style and the well-formedness of your thoughts, either an idea (to develop for yourself) or a plan (in which case you can start writing for your intended audience). Be discerning about the minimum conditions you require to sustain your writing. For example, although I prefer to have an adequate supply of Triscuits and cheese on hand while writing, they are not absolute necessities. On the other hand, I cannot write with real — or even threatened — distraction; uninterrupted quiet is essential.

For productive scholarship, I find working at home far more satisfactory than trying to accomplish anything at my university office, a place of incessant interruption. For some colleagues, home does not provide sanctuary; instead, they learn to use their offices productively by carefully protecting or scheduling their writing time. Students who must do their writing apart from either home or office seem to survive, so a practical bit of advice is that if you don’t have a natural workplace for writing, then create or commandeer one. When I must work on campus without interruption, I gather up my materials and head for the library, but I choose a spot in the library — or even a different library (the law library, the science library) — where neither the books nor their readers offer much distraction.

I enjoy showing houseguests my wonderful new study — a large, attractive room with a high countertop and drafting stool (I like to be “up” and sometimes stand rather than sit as I work), a lovely vista of trees and hills through the constant light of north-facing windows, my professional library just steps away. But these are accouterments of age and status, not prerequisites. Much of my writing has been done with Bic pens on lined yellow pads and at a cleared kitchen counter or table, especially during periods of field research conducted far from my accustomed work station.

Given a choice, I prefer to write where I can spread before me (and leave undisturbed) the materials I want immediately at hand, including a dictionary or two and an extra tablet for jotting down thoughts or working through a complex phrase or idea before committing it to the manuscript. In spite of the inconvenience of having to “clear your desk” each mealtime, even if you eat all your meals at home the kitchen table ought to be free for about 22 hours out of every 24, making it one possibility. Plus, the coffee pot — and Triscuits — are conveniently nearby. Some questions have been raised about whether caffeine is a stimulant to creative thinking, and perhaps you should restrict heavy coffee drinking to getting you through routine tasks such as retyping or keying handwritten sections into the computer. My point is not really about coffee and Triscuits, however. I’m suggesting that you inventory your writing-related idiosyncrasies and assess their importance to you. Pamper yourself. What does it take to get you to sit down to write; to keep you productively, even happily, engaged at it; and to ensure that you will return? Given realistic options, what is your best workable combination of time and place?

Set as much routine as possible to make the most of the precious time available for writing, for there will never be enough. Buffer against interruption. Make yourself sufficiently comfortable that you look forward to your writing time rather than dread the thought. I attend to chair and table heights, chair comfort, light, air circulation, and room temperature. I like adequate space for the ever-expanding body of materials I want close at hand. When I realized years ago that I tended to bring my work to the kitchen counter after breakfast rather than go to my study, and that it was the height of the counter and kitchen stools that I found so accommodating, at my first opportunity I designed a new study with a built-in countertop even a bit higher (39”) than the customary kitchen counter.

I was amused to read in Howard Becker’s neat little book Writing for Social Scientists (1986) that most of us perform some ritual either as a final act of avoidance or as a physical marker for getting started with the day’s writing. Some of his students — and some of mine — reveal that they shower, sharpen pencils, or vacuum prior to writing and, as one student noted, “There’s always the ironing.” A new breed who appear able to sit in front of a monitor and go right to work are recognizing that the inherent playfulness of computers offers a whole new set of distractions (“computer fritters” as Jeffrey Nash, 1990, refers to them) that can divert the attention of author/researchers with consequences more devastating than the computer viruses that attack their programs. My own warming-up ritual is to clear my desk, a functional behavior if I literally push things aside in order to give full and immediate
attention to writing, but an obvious diversion when attending to details that it requires time supposedly reserved for writing.

I assess the true importance of writing by the priority we assign it in terms of competing options and responsibilities. My optimum time is immediately after breakfast, with the promise of several uninterrupted hours, I regard myself as "really writing" when writing gets prime time and top priority. The important thing is not that writing must occur first, but that it receives first priority in the day's activities. A good test of commitment is whether you are able to ignore the telephone's ring or, if others will answer on your behalf, to have them explain that you are unavailable because you are writing. I assume that night writers make difficult choices when members of the household review the evening television fare, particularly the specials. Might you videotape them and retrieve yourself later?

In terms of organizing, I identify three key ingredients that collectively comprise what I will call The Plan. At least two aspects of The Plan need to be written out, not floating about in one's head. The first is a statement of purpose. You have your purpose well in mind when you can draft a critical, clear, and concise sentence that begins, "The purpose of this study (chapter, monograph, article) is . . ." Although structurally this is a most uninteresting beginning, I know of no better way to keep academic writers focused, decisive, and maintain a focus than to have this sentence up front, not only in their minds but in their manuscripts. I am impressed by authors who are able to get the message across more creatively, but the creative rewriting can come later. In any writing over which I exert an influence (as dissertation director, journal editor, or colleague) I make a strong case not only for putting that flat-footed statement of purpose into the text but also for making it sentence number one of paragraph number one of chapter number one.

The second critical element of The Plan is a detailed written outline or sequence. Schooling ruined formal outlining for me, with all the misplaced attention to indenting, numbering, and rigid rules of unknown origin (e.g., you can't have just one item in a bracket there must be at least two). But the purposes accomplished by an outline are exactly what I need: an orderly progression, a clear identification of major points and subordinate ones, and an overview to allow me to assess whether the structure I have designed accommodates the data to be presented and provides an appropriate sequence for the presentation. The essential element here is the sequence, not the act of putting it on paper. I recognize that some seasoned fieldworkers insist that they carry their studies around in their heads, committing no prior outline to paper. After you are properly seasoned, you may want to try it. Not at first.

Developing an expanded table of contents accomplishes the same purpose as an outline. Preparing a table of contents also feels more like writing than outlining does, particularly for material requiring several major sections. Tables of contents also are free from the constraints of formal outlining. I am so convinced of their value as a way to organize any major writing project that I ask my doctoral students to include a tentative table of contents in their dissertation proposals. Proposals ordinarily are prepared before the research has begun, so the usual reaction is, "How can I possibly provide a table of contents when I haven't even started the research?" Unbowed, I also note that I'd like them to estimate the number of pages they plan to devote to each chapter.

The lesson is different from what students expect. Their first attempts often reveal more rigidity in their perception of the structure of a dissertation than actually exists. For example, although chapter two is a favorite spot for the traditional literature review, there is no irrevocable rule—even in the otherwise totally inflexible graduate school at my university—that chapter two must be a literature review. Nor is there any rule insisting that one chapter be devoted to this topic at all. I expect my students to know the relevant literature, but I do not want them to lump (dump?) it all into a chapter that remains unconnected to the rest of the study. I want them to draw upon the literature selectively and appropriately as needed in the telling of their story. In our descriptive and analytic accounts, the most appropriate place for examining the literature seems to me to be in concert with the analysis of new data. Ordinarily this calls for introducing related research toward the end of a study rather than at the beginning, except for the necessary "nesting" of the problem in the introduction.

Another benefit of assigning a seemingly arbitrary number of pages to a nonexistent chapter in a hypothetical table of contents is that students realize they do have a sense of the manuscript they expect to develop. Making an estimate proves not so absurd after all. Descriptive studies often exceed reasonable expectations for length. Anticipating and proportioning the account not only helps to give a sense of the piece as a whole but may prevent overwriting introductory sections such as "Method" or "Significance of the Problem" that eventually must compete for space with the critical descriptive/analytical mass.
The expense of copying multiple drafts of a lengthy study gives real meaning to and incentive for an economy of words for students inclined toward lengthy dissertations. Little do they realize they are not likely ever again to be free to set their own limits. Journal editors specify maximum lengths and almost invariably return manuscripts with the comment, “Needs to be cut.” Book review editors give their assignments in terms of maximum numbers of words. Publishers typically tell authors how long their books can be, although conventional wisdom suggests it should be the other way around. My instructions for preparing this monograph, if I wished to have it considered for the Qualitative Research Methods Series, were to observe “a strict limit of 100-120 double-spaced manuscript pages, which translates to 80-90 printed pages.”

By the time one identifies as major and minor headings those matters that must be addressed (e.g., Introduction, Method, Description, Analysis, Summary and Implications), and assigns seemingly arbitrary numbers of pages to everything but the chapter(s)-of-unknown-length reserved for Description and Analysis, the message is clear and clearly different from what one might have expected: space is limited. Given the level of detail ordinarily found in qualitative studies, how can adequate descriptive material be included?

For qualitative studies based on observational or interview data, projecting a table of contents complete with estimated chapter lengths leads to one of the most important and paradoxical circumstances of our work: The major problem we face in qualitative inquiry is not to get data, but to get rid of it! With writing comes the always painful task (at least from the standpoint of the person who gathered it) of winnowing material to a manageable length, communicating only the essence rather than exhibiting the bulky catalogues that testify to one’s painstaking thoroughness. The greater our commitment to letting informants provide their own interpretations of meanings and events—the emic emphasis, as it is known in anthropological circles—the greater the proclivity to provide lengthy accounts that can cost us the enthusiasm not only of readers but of potential publishers as well. The lengthier the study, the more costly to produce it and, correspondingly, the greater the risk that it will not attract a wide readership.

The third and final element of The Plan need not be written out but does need to be carefully thought out: Determine the basic story you are going to tell, who is to do the telling, and what representational style you will follow for joining observer and observed. (See the extended discussion of three narrative conventions for reporting qualitative studies—realist, confessional, and impressionist—in John Van Maanen’s splendid monograph Tales of the Field: On Writing Ethnography, 1988.) This question of authorial voice can be critical in qualitative research. In approaches that focus on the life of one or a few individuals, the problem is compounded when informants are capable of telling their stories themselves, raising doubts about how or whether we should make our own presence known.

In quantitatively oriented approaches, and among the more self-consciously “scientific” qualitative types as well, researchers typically desert their subjects at the last minute, leaving folks and findings alike to fend for themselves, seemingly untainted by human hands and most certainly untouched by human hearts. One of the opportunities—and challenges—posed by qualitative approaches is to regard our fellow humans as people instead of subjects, and to regard ourselves as humans who conduct our research among rather than on them. Fieldworkers usually find it more efficient to assume the role of narrator than to present an entire account through informants’ own words (notable exceptions include such classics as Leo Simons’s Sun Chief, 1942; or Oscar Lewis’s The Children of Sanchez, 1961). There is a preference, however, for letting informants render the narrative part of the account in their own words, particularly in life histories (e.g., Crapanzano, 1980; Shostak, 1981: for an article-length example, see Wolcott, 1983a).

Because the researcher’s role is ordinarily such an integral part of qualitative study, I write descriptive accounts in the first person, and I urge that others do (or, in some cases, be allowed to) do the same. I recognize that there are still academics and academic editors on the loose who insist that research be reported in the third person. I recently had a journal submission edited into impersonal third-person language without my permission and without the editor informing me. I think the practice reveals a belief that impersonal language presupposes objective truth. Science may be better served by substituting participants for we, or the observer for I, but I have yet to be convinced that our highest calling is to serve science (see Wolcott, 1990b). Perhaps a more compelling case can be made on behalf of matching the formality of the writing with the formality of the approach. The more critical the observer’s role and subjective assessment, the more important to have that role and presence acknowledged in the reporting.
When To Begin

Hear this: You cannot begin writing early enough. And yes, I really mean it. Would that mean you might write a first draft before ever venturing into the field to begin observations or interviews? Correct: Read on.

I have come to the (admittedly oversimplified) belief that people whose lives are involved closely with the printed page can be sorted into two major categories; those who read and those who write. Obviously many literate folk do neither, and a few do both. In the main, however, my impression is that people whose occupations require continual engagement with written words gravitate toward the extremes. They become preoccupied either with consuming words or producing them. How about you: essentially a reader, or essentially a writer?

I confess that my dichotomy may be little more than rationalization, for I do not consider myself a reader. I do not mean that I do not read, rather, in a world of readers (teachers, researchers, and students), and relatively speaking, I am neither a voracious reader nor am I particularly well-read. I must, and do, read thousands and thousands of pages a year: student papers; dissertations; reports, manuscripts and proposals sent by publishers, colleagues, funding agencies, and tenure review committees; professional journals and texts (thank goodness for book reviews); and the newspapers, magazines, and books one reads in the effort—or pretense—to keep up. Most of my reading is professional and most of my professional reading is tedious, I rarely read for pleasure, and never for relaxation. I did not enroll in the classic literature courses as an undergraduate; I doubted that I would be able to read fast enough, or get what I was supposed to get out of such reading. Four decades later, my reading in the classics is still remedial. I remember a colleague who taught American literature describe how he broke into a cold sweat whenever he walked into any well-stocked university bookstore (in the old days, when they stocked books where the T-shirts, greeting cards, and computers are now) to be reminded once more of reading yet to be done. I sometimes experience that same feeling: the arrival of publishers' announcements or another issue of one of the journals in which I try to remain current.

I read what I must: I write whenever I can. That probably explains why I find field research so appealing: I can be engaged actively in the research process, seeing and hearing and pondering it all for myself rather than getting it secondhand. I do not envy colleagues whose research forays take them only to the library. Not surprisingly, I regard my most effective reading as reading done in tandem with writing—that is, purposeful reading (and casual reading as well) done while I am engaged in fieldwork and/or preparing a manuscript. Writing gives purpose and focus to searching for new sources and reviewing old ones, another instance in which the real trick is not to get, but to get rid of extraneous material so that what remains is manageable.

The conventional wisdom is that writing reflects thinking, I am drawn to a different position: Writing is thinking—or, stated more cautiously, writing is a form of thinking (see Becker, 1986, p. ix, who in turn cites Flower, 1979; Flower and Hayes, 1981). Writers who indulge themselves by writing until their thoughts are “clear” run the risk of never starting at all. And that, as Becker explains, is why it is “so important to write a draft rather than to keep on preparing and thinking about what you will write when you start” (Becker, 1986, p. 56). Writing is a great way to discover what we are thinking, as well as to discover gaps in our thinking. Unfortunately, that means we must be prepared to catch ourselves red-handed when we seem not to be thinking at all. The fact should not escape us that when the writing is not going well, we probably have nothing (yet) to say; most certainly we are not yet able to say it.

This is the point at which readers and writers part company. Readers compulsively want more: they cannot know enough. They have difficulty addressing the writing task until the “knowing” is complete, which it never is. Readers are intellectually honest. They observe our respect, our understanding, perhaps even our sympathy. Their easily recognized counterparts among fieldworkers are those who falter as fieldwork deadlines draw near, insisting that they still don’t have enough to begin the write-up. The familiar rationale has an admirable note of humility: “I’m not quite ready.”

Recall Richard Warren’s characterization of writing as an act of arrogance? Can you force yourself to enter into arrogance and begin to write in spite of the fact that you do not yet know as much as you feel you ought to know? Are the words of Clifford Geertz sufficiently encouraging, that it is “not necessary to know everything in order to understand something” (Geertz, 1973, p. 20)? If your answer is that you need to consult six more volumes in the library—or spend six more months in the field—before you will be ready, you may possess an enviable capacity for thoroughness, but I have doubts about you as a
writer. Can you sit down immediately (why not today?) and turn your hand to writing? No need even to finish reading this monograph just now. (If you’re browsing in the bookstore, however, you may want to purchase it to read later. Otherwise, won’t you always wonder how it ends?)

A suggestion I now make to anyone contemplating a qualitative/descriptive study, and especially to anyone who expresses concern about writing before the research itself has begun, is this: Write a preliminary draft of the study. Then begin the research.

I did not say to show the draft to anyone, but I earnestly believe you cannot begin writing too early. Virtually everyone who writes about writing offers the same advice. Hear Milton Lomask’s counsel to would-be biographers: “Irrespective of where your research stands, start the writing the minute some of the material begins coming together in your mind. . . . Get the words down. You can always change them” (1987, pp. 26-27).

Writing a draft before beginning fieldwork has some great advantages. First, like the proposed-table-of-contents exercise described earlier, it is a good reminder about format, sequence, space limitations, and focus. Second, it forces you to establish a baseline for your work, just as you will eventually reveal to others your end point for it. You will have documented what you believe to be the case, making a matter of record certain biases and assumptions that otherwise might prove convenient, flexible and accommodating had they remained as abstractions. Finally, you will begin a basic inventory of what you already know, what you need to know, and what you are looking for.

We all know (or believe) far more than we realize about virtually any topic of professional interest. Writing is a way to gain access to that personal fund of information. Conversing with colleagues is another. It is flattering on occasion to have someone say, “I’d like to try out an idea on you.” But those of us in the word business are pretty slick; we can talk ourselves out of a non sequitur almost as smoothly as we can trap ourselves in one. Writing offers a private way to capture and give concrete form to sometimes too-elusive ideas.

Do I follow this practice myself? Yes, in somewhat modified fashion. Except for my initiation into long-term fieldwork — my dissertation study of a Kwakiutl Indian village and school, from which I returned without the least idea of how to proceed with the writing — I have always turned to writing early. Writing offers a way of tracking what I have understood and discerning what I need to find out next. Early writing also presupposes a willingness to let go of words as easily as you generate them, however, and that I find hard to do. Therefore, my advice for anyone hesitant about writing is to begin immediately, but my own practice is to delay as long as possible the moment when I begin drafting sentences. I focus my effort on an immediately prior stage that I call “tight outlining”: getting sources, concepts, examples, sequence, and everything else lined up and ready to go. I don’t worry whether I can get something on paper; I know I can. If you do not share that same sense of confidence, start earlier.

With obvious gradations between them, there are two different approaches to “getting going” with writing. The recommended strategy for anyone whose style has not yet evolved is simply to let the words flow — to the extreme of making no corrections, checking no spelling or references, not even rereading once you find yourself on a roll (see Becker, 1986, chapter 3; for elaboration on a technique known as freewriting — forcing yourself to “write without stopping for ten minutes” — see Elbow, 1981, pp. 13ff.). With the miracle of word processing so easily at hand and so forgiving about mistakes and changes (with easy deletions, screen preview, and cut-and-paste features), freewriting becomes feasible for everyone. Whether you prefer to “talk” (or freewrite) only to yourself, systematically to save all your bits and pieces for later review, or compulsively to pursue every idea to final prose form, your computer awaits your command.

A drawback of the amazing new word processing programs, however, has become evident in my reading of student papers (and, occasionally, colleagues’ papers as well). The ease of production often results in faster rather than better writing. Capabilities for easy revision are often ignored. Hastily written and hastily proofed first drafts are tendered as final copy; printout is equated with “in print,” the sketch proffered in lieu of the careful rendering.

Student writing is probably the worst preparation for learning to write well, and writing a dissertation usually snuffs out any remaining spark of creativity. Student writing most often is done on a hurried, one-shot basis, with neither time nor motivation for the reflection and revisions that lead to better writing. The entire process of drafting and revising is short-circuited in the tasks and timelines confronting students. We want them to become accomplished writers, but do not provide opportunities for them to practice what we have discovered necessary to accomplish it. (As a remedy, I have begun offering an “early bird” option in some classes. Students who can meet an advanced
deadline may submit a working draft of their term papers for critical 
review two weeks before the assignment is due.)

An opposite approach from those who begin by freewriting is fol-
lowed by writers sometimes known as "bleeders." I do not know the 
origin of the term, although it brings to mind an observation attributed 
to sports journalist Red Smith: "There's nothing to writing. All you do 
is sit down at a typewriter and open a vein." Bleeders are methodical. 
Their approach reflects a combination of confidence and command 
over the writing process, along with some personal qualities (hang-
ups?) about having everything just right. They worry over each line. 
They do not continue with the next sentence until the present one is 
perfectly. Once correctly set, however, a sentence is viewed pretty 
much as a finished product. In the old days, bleeders usually wrote with 
pencil or pen to facilitate corrections and editing (squeezing corre-
tions between existing lines).

Bleeders tend to be slow writers, but they get the job done. Often 
they set a number of words or pages as their daily objective, such as 
Peter Wode's "standard "production rate" of five written pages, or a 
thousand words a day" (1985, p. 93). Most of us fare better by commit-
ing ourselves to blocks of time rather than a fixed number of pages. 
In writing up qualitative research, page production can prove a decept-
tive goal; one might draft 10 pages of descriptive narrative one day and 
struggle with 10 sentences of interpretation another. Nevertheless, 
if you recognize the bleeder in your own style, and you cannot imagine 
yourself ramping through an early draft and subsequently discarding 
material with abandon, then perhaps a tightly detailed outline (or table 
of contents) is enough to get you started on the slow-but-steady produc-
tion of a first draft.

Most likely you will shift back and forth between these two ap-
proaches. This may depend on mood and energy level, and is more likely 
to reflect the type of material you are writing and your previous 
experience. My writing sometimes flows easily, yet may suddenly slow 
to a snail's pace during efforts at making sense or proposing inter-
pretation. The extremes are easy to recognize -- when the words don't come 
easily, I leave the computer keyboard and retreat to my big pens 
and yellow pads to push words onto paper one at a time.

In Writing for Social Scientists, Howard Becker has a chapter seduc-
tively titled "One Right Way" (1986, chapter 3). His point, as any 
experienced writer will recognize immediately, is that there is no such 
thing. For his comparable chapter in Writing With Power, author Peter 
Elbow takes no risk that anyone might misunderstand; his title is "The 
Dangerous Method: Trying to Write It Right the First Time" (1981, 
chapter 5). Whatever combination of steps and strategies that works for 
you is "right" as long as ideas are put to paper so that subsequently they 
can be transformed into the coherent statement destined eventually to 
become a final draft.

Where To Begin

If you can sit down and write a first draft of a study before beginning 
systematic new research, then writing is already joined to your research 
and you are in the cabined seat. What we say should happen in qualitative 
research really does happen when progressive problem setting and focus, 
fieldwork and analysis, move forward in complementary fashion and 
the writing proceeds as an integral part of the fully orchestrated research 
process. But don't expect the parts to come together that easily. If good 
results could be achieved effortlessly, there wouldn't be so many books 
and courses about writing or audiences anxious to have the secrets and 
recipes revealed.

Suppose you are a conservative type who takes seriously the opportu-
nity inherent in qualitative research for exploration and discovery. 
You begin with a broadly defined purpose, acknowledging that you are 
not sure exactly what you are looking for. To convince yourself of your 
objectivity, you steadfastly refuse even to acknowledge your hunches, 
suspicions, or -- to use Malinowski's (1922/1984, p. 9) well-known 
phrase -- "foreshadowed problems." Only when the fieldwork seems 
virtually complete do you feel it appropriate to turn your attention to 
writing. (Too bad, really, Malinowski himself suggested [p. 13] that the 
writing should begin earlier, through a "constant interplay of construc-
tive attempts and empirical checking.")

Where to begin the writing task? Returning to advice from Alice's 
Adventures in Wonderland, you might begin at the beginning, continue 
until you reach the end, and then stop. This may be good advice for how 
the completed work should read, but it is not necessarily good advice 
for writers preparing their first qualitative study. I can suggest two 
alternatives to beginning at the beginning. (There is yet another, which 
is to start with the conclusion. If you can start there, however, either 
you are an old hand at this or you have confused writing up qualitative 
research with finding support for a position paper. If your research
seems to prove (that you were right all along, you may be conducting social reform under the guise of social research!)

One way to begin is to write about method, situating your approach within an appropriate body of literature and then describing how you went about your study. Your discussion about method can be drafted early and separately. Later, it can be plugged into the final manuscript in one of several spots: as part of the introduction, as a separate chapter in a monograph or dissertation, or as an appendix.

But don't plan to devote a substantial portion of your account to discussing method; if you have that much to say, write it up separately. Give your attention to the substance of your research. In the last two decades, qualitative methods—which in many instances would be portrayed more accurately as qualitative techniques—have come to be widely known and accepted. There is no longer a call for each researcher to discover and defend them anew, nor a need to provide an exhaustive review of the literature about such standard procedures as participant observation or interviewing. Instead of having to describe and defend qualitative approaches, as we once felt obligated to do, it is often difficult to say anything new or startling about them. Neophyte researchers who only recently have experienced these approaches firsthand need to recognize that their audiences probably do not share a comparable sense of excitement about hearing them described once again.

In 1966, I began the fieldwork reported in The Man in the Principal's Office: An Ethnography (Wolcott, 1973/1984). A year later, while continuing with the fieldwork on a more limited basis, I began writing. Not only did I begin by writing the method chapter ("A Principal Investigator in Search of a Principal") I also placed it as chapter one in the completed monograph. I felt that I first had to explain—and, in a sense, defend—the ethnographic approach I had pursued. And in a separate article based on that fieldwork, I did the same thing, carefully explaining my fieldwork procedures before introducing any descriptive material (Wolcott, 1974/1987). Today the explication of method that once seemed so critical might be relegated to an appendix in a monograph; for a chapter-length article, a single paragraph may be adequate. My hunch is that if you go on and on about method, whoever is looking over your shoulder (an editor, or a dissertation adviser) will probably ask for less rather than more.

Although it is no longer necessary (or no longer should be necessary) to defend naturalistic or descriptive approaches, or to expound on the advantages and insights to be gained, I do not mean to imply that method simply can be assumed in qualitative study. Readers must be informed about the nature and extent of your data base. When, exactly, did you conduct the fieldwork? How extensive was your involvement (e.g., did you reside at the site or, in contemporary fashion, commute to it, as I have found myself doing in recent years)? To what extent do interviews constitute part of your data base, and what constituted an interview? Are you claiming to triangulate your data? Under what circumstances was information cross-checked, and how are data reported that were not so checked? (Triangulation may sound like a great idea in a research seminar, but wait until your informants find out that you are double-checking everything they tell you! So then, how did you go about confirming information without antagonizing informants?)

Our failure to render full and complete disclosure about our data-gathering procedures gives our methodologically oriented colleagues fits. And rightly so, especially for those among them willing to accept our contributions if we would only provide more careful data about our data. Where and how to include such information is partly a matter of style. The important thing is to be up-front about it, but that is not the same as putting it up front. Regardless of where you review your fieldwork procedures, I think it judicious to examine (and as appropriate) to qualify any and every statement a reader might perceive as a generalization that does not have a corresponding basis in fact. The phrase may get overworked, but scholarship does not suffer when a sentence begins with "As one villager commented . . ." rather than with "Villagers said . . ." For a somewhat idealistic guiding principle, consider Taylor and Bogdan's restatement of this perennial concern: "You should give readers enough information about how the research was conducted to enable them to discount your findings" (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984, p. 150; see also Lincoln and Guba's excellent chapter on establishing trustworthiness in qualitative inquiry, 1985, pp. 289-331). Albert Einstein was properly cautious in his purported observation that "no amount of evidence can prove me right, and any amount of evidence can prove me wrong" (noted in Miles and Huberman, 1984, p. 242).

Another good starting point is with basic description. What happened? Description is the foundation upon which qualitative research is built. Unless you prove to be a gifted conceptualizer or interpreter, the descriptive account is likely to constitute the most important contribution you have to make. Here you become the storyteller, inviting the reader to see through your eyes what you have seen, then offering
setting a problem and selecting an appropriate place, person, or group for studying it; to a selective focusing within that setting; to what gets recorded; to which elements of the recorded material make their way into the final account; to the style and authorial voice through which that is accomplished—reflects both conscious and unconscious processes of focus and selection.

You might think of your descriptive sections as subtle analysis, and analytical/interpretive sections as heavy-handed, perhaps even “intrusive” analysis. Qualitative researchers are inclined toward one or the other of these modes. The less theoretically inclined among us take our reputations on solid (“thick,” whatever that is) description, but we also are socialized into the norms of various disciplines. My assessment of qualitative studies in education is that they reveal a tendency toward heavy-handed or intrusive analysis, particularly among educational researchers who feel they not only know their educator audiences but know what is best for them. Informants in their accounts do little talking; the researcher does a lot. Every reported observation or quotation seems to prompt comment or interpretation on the part of the researcher (now turned theorist), something like the chatty guide who becomes rather than gives the tour—and assumes that, without such a monologue, we would not know what to think. I dub studies that exhibit intrusive analysis “Grounded Theory—But Just Barely.” A variation of this approach occurs when researchers draw back the curtain to let us watch events unfold but constantly interrupt the account with scholarly interjections, as if duty-bound to remind us of their academic presence.

To be able to meld description and interpretation is a worthy achievement, but at the least suspicion that your analytical asides are interrupting rather than enhancing the narrative, I recommend that you separate the two. You might initially set your interpretive comments in parentheses to determine at a later date whether to leave them where they are, relegate them to footnotes, or collect them under a new heading in which you make a dramatic shift from descriptive to analytical mode.

Meanwhile, start paying close attention to how other researchers handle the interplay between observational data and academic tradition. You may be surprised (even disappointed) to discover that some studies you previously regarded as exemplars of descriptive work actually are constructed upon a conceptual framework, with case data playing only an illustrative role. (Small wonder the data and analysis seemed to join so effortlessly.) This is a different, highly selective way to use qualita-
tive data, something of a complement to the descriptively oriented approach I am describing here. With conceptually oriented studies, a too-leisurely meander through descriptive material can be distracting, just as intrusive analysis can be distracting to a reader expecting a descriptive account. Keep in mind what you have set out to do.

For anyone who follows the recommended strategy to begin with the descriptive account and write the introduction later, let me note as exceptions two short statements that can and should be drafted early, with their location in the completed manuscript to be determined afterward. One is the statement of purpose discussed earlier, a candidate for the opening sentence of any scholarly writing: "The purpose of this study is . . . ."

The other is a broad disclaimer in which the researcher makes quite clear his or her recognition of all the limitations of the study (e.g., that it occurred in a particular place, at a particular time, and under particular circumstances; that certain factors render the study atypical; that limited generalization is warranted; etc.). This litany of limitations applicable in general to all qualitative research should be coupled with an underscoring of any element deserving of special mention in your particular study. The purpose in putting all this in writing early is that having said it once, you do not have to repeat it every time you introduce a new topic or propose some interpretation. You might think of it as a form of academic throat-clearing, but having stated your disclaimers once and for all you will find it a great relief not to have to begin each sentence with, "Although this is a case study, and limited generalization is warranted . . . ."

The Problem of Focus

I keep returning to the importance of the critical sentence, "The purpose of this study is . . . ." But what if you can’t complete that sentence, because that happens to be the very point on which you are stuck?

If that is where you are stuck, writing is not your problem. Your problem is conceptual, one that my colleague and mentor George Spindler refers to as "the problem problem." If you don’t feel you can make adequate headway with your problem problem by just staring into space, you might try one of two approaches.

One way to overcome the problem problem is to invite a colleague with a good analytical turn of mind to have lunch with you. Order lightly so you can dominate the conversation, chatting about your research. Solicit help with your problem of focus. Your colleague may not prove as helpful as you hoped, but giving words to unexpressed thoughts may help you. When other people with other thoughts on their minds offer feedback, even if it widely misses the mark, you may discover that you are closer than you realized to pinpointing your own ideas. Do consider a wider network of colleagues, however, than may first come to mind. Graduate students can be a great sounding board, not only for fellow students but for professors; similarly, professors can be helpful to students, including students who are not their advisees. But I’m serious about lunch, in the sense of getting away from interruption and from locales where status is fixed. What I tell students in my office always sounds a bit stilted; over lunch, my ideas have to fend for themselves (as well as compete with the French fries).

The other alternative—and you might want to use both—is to reinterpret writing as a way to resolve your problem problem rather than as the source of it. With only yourself in mind as audience, try the freewriting mentioned earlier. Think on paper. Try to pin down your thoughts by giving them what Becker (1986, p. 56) calls "physical embodiment." You may discover that a scholarly explication of the problem is warranted prior to proposing new empirical research. Possibly you can develop a stimulating article (or organize a good symposium) because the problem itself has never been set carefully.

I am attracted by the idea—new to me—of thinking about research as problem setting, rather than problem solving. In much of the applied educational research that I see, the outcomes do not set well because the problems addressed are not well set. In this regard we veterans miss opportunities to model good research practice for our graduate students. New enthusiasm for qualitative approaches, especially as it has come to mean and invite more open-endedness in what we look for and how we proceed, has exacerbated the problem of problem setting (also referred to as problem finding or problem posing; see Wolcott, 1988). It makes no sense to go off conducting research without an idea of what is to be researched: empty-headedness is not the same as open-mindedness. Problem setting is a scholarly activity reflected in the qualitative research that follows from it, for better or for worse.

My bias may be showing, but it has always seemed to me that anthropologically oriented ethnographers have it easier than other qualitative researchers in this regard because they have a broadly stated mandate always before them. They study culture in general, certain
aspects of it in particular: world view, cultural themes, culture change and adaptation, social structure. Elsewhere I have discussed this as “ethnographic intent,” arguing that purpose rather than method lies at the heart of ethnography (Wolfen, 1987, 1990a). In some quarters, qualitative research—even ethnography itself—has become synonymous with “going to have a look around.” No wonder inexperienced researchers have trouble writing up their studies when they set out with objectives defined so loosely or settings mistaken for problems.

At the same time, I do not wish to create an impression that a research focus is a sacred thing—that once declared it deserves unchanging loyalty or, that once fixed, the course of a research project must never be altered. Part of the strategy of qualitative inquiry is a key advantage of the flexibility we claim for it is that our research questions themselves remain under continual scrutiny. Nothing should prevent a research question or problem statement from undergoing the same metamorphosis as the researcher during the course of a study. Data gathering and analysis inform the problem statement, just as the statement informs the data gathering. Proposals are just that: proposals, beginnings, starting places, initial assumptions. We are burdened with structures that we ourselves have built into our expectations about the proper conditions of research. A statement attributed to biologist Paul Weiss helped me maintain perspective in these matters: “Nobody who followed the scientific method ever discovered anything interesting” (quoted in Keating and Keating, 1971, p. 10).

Problems of Sorting and Organizing Data

If your data remain in essentially the same form in which you originally collected them—pages and pages of notes and interview protocols—I hope you don’t advertise to colleagues that you have “writer’s block.” Your blockage has occurred at a pilot stage. If you have embarked on a descriptive broadside, you had better get back to some basic sorting into some very basic categories, and then see if you can discern some very basic questions that could guide the development of your account.

Some questions that guide me (but may not work as well for you) are: What is going on here? What do people in this setting have to know (individually or collectively) in order to do what they are doing? How are skills and attitudes transmitted and acquired, particularly in the absence of intentional efforts at instruction? Such questions guide my research and my thinking about culture acquisition, the underlying concern in my present work. I do not have a problem with focus. Any work I have is with people who either share my sense of excitement that there are wonderful questions or have equally wonderful (to them, at least) questions of their own to propose. What are the questions that guide you, either of the intermediate range that guide current work, or the overarching type that shape entire careers?

When you are ready to do some initial sorting of data, begin by identifying the broadest categories imaginable. How about place and/or time and/or actors at a start? You might consider introducing your study with a static picture in which you set the scene and introduce major actors one at a time, much as if you were writing a play. Continue presenting these “still shots” until you have enough elements on hand (or actors figuratively on stage) to set things in motion. This is how George Foster (1969) went about examining processes in applied anthropology. He first looked at what he called the target group, the people targeted for change. Next, he did a predictable ethnographical turnover and directed attention to the innovating organization or donor group, the so-called agents of change. What was it they wanted— for the target group and, as well, for themselves? Having examined the two groups separately, he then turned attention to the arenas in which they interacted.

Foster’s approach offers a straightforward way to organize a study of directed change—a method already being used in virtually any field study focused on the effects some group wants to produce in another.

Begin sorting by finding a few categories sufficiently comprehensive to allow you to sort all your data. Remember that you are only sorting. If you are having problems with what ought to be a straightforward task, you are probably starting to develop theory, regardless of how modest. You are trying to take two steps at once. Try one at a time!

I first encountered this problem years ago when I began to organize the material from my studies in ethnography of a school principal. I kept adding more and more categories, and the
sorting became more and more complex. I had the good luck to meet Howard Becker at the time, and he suggested that if I was having trouble sorting things out, I must be doing more than sorting things out. Once I simplified the system, the sorting was easy; then I began making refinements.

Becker's advice in those pre-processor days was to put important bits of data (quotes from an informant, an observation, a vignette, an insight recorded during notetaking) on individual 3 x 5 or 5 x 8 cards, or half-sheets of typing paper. The sorting was literal: You sat at a table (or on the floor) and physically divided up your great bundle of data "cards" by putting them into smaller piles according to categories that allowed you a first run at organizing your material. The big technological breakthrough of the day was the key-sort punch card, an index card ringed with holes on all sides that could be punched open according to whatever coding system the researcher devised. With your cards lined up in front of you, each containing some discrete bit of data and code-punched around the edges, you had only to insert one or more rods through the stack of cards and then shake them. Your coding and punching system enabled the rods to separate the cards you wanted from the others. (For current practice on coding and analysis, see Becker, 1986, pp. 59ff; Bernard, 1988, especially chapters 14 and 15.)

Some researchers continue to use coding systems based on that punch-card principle. I don't, because when I might have used them I couldn't afford them, and I grew accustomed to putting data on 5 x 8 papers easily typed or handwritten, easily stored, and easily sorted. My little stacks of cards or papers may seem archaic in a computer age, but I describe them to help others visualize processes partially hidden by modern technology. I marvel at software programs like THE ETHNOGRAPH, QUALPRO, or TEXT ANALYSIS PACKAGE (TAP) designed for data management with personal computers (see Conrad and Reinharz, 1984; Heise, 1981; Pfaffenberg, 1988; Seidel and Clark, 1984; see also a brief review in American Anthropologist, 1989, pp. 1055-1056, of a software and "shareware" program, ANTHROCAP, developed by Stephen Borgatti specifically for managing and analyzing fieldwork data). Keep in mind, however, that most programs are attuned better to the almost limitless capacities of microcomputers than to the finite capacities of human researchers. In THE ETHNOGRAPH, for example, a "line" of text—ranging from a single word to an entire interview—can be coded into as many as seven different categories. This is a great convenience once one has arrived at the categorizing stage. But for anyone having trouble sorting data, a program that allowed initially for no more than two or three categories might prove a blessing rather than a needless constraint.

I repeat: The critical task in qualitative research is not to accumulate all the data you can, but to "can" (i.e., get rid of) most of the data you accumulate. This requires constant winnowing. The trick is to discover essences and then to reveal those essences with sufficient context, yet not become mired trying to include everything that might possibly be described. Audiotapes, videotapes, and now computer capabilities entice us to do just the opposite; they have gargantuan appetites and stomachs. Because we can accommodate ever-increasing quantities of data—mountains of it—we have to be careful not to get buried by avalanches of our own making.

This problem of data overload has a parallel in one of the unanticipated consequences of the copy machines now so readily available in our libraries. In my student days, when we were given reading assignments, we went to the library and read the material, typically distilling the key ideas and copying a few telling quotes onto reading cards. Today's students copy entire articles and books intact. Their visits to the library are more efficient than ours were, except in one important way: When they leave, they have not begun the assignment. When they do get around to their reading, they probably will underline or highlight huge passages of text with a felt pen, rather than identify key phrases and summarize the rest in their own words. This is not good training for descriptive research. The parallel style in fieldwork is referred to disparagingly as the vacuum-cleaner approach, in which fieldworkers attempt to see and record everything. There is a division between those qualitative researchers who want to impress upon students how much they can observe and those who place the emphasis on how well.

Let me bring this message home with the consequences of the vacuum-cleaner approach for a dissertation study that is being written—or, more truthfully, not being written—even as I compose these sentences. I am a member of the dissertation committee, not the chairperson, but in some ways I feel responsible as the instructor who "inspired" a capable doctoral student to use a qualitative approach on the basis of course work taken with me in anthropology and education. The student, Alfred (a pseudonym, of course), is a veteran public-school teacher with a particular interest in social studies. Alfred originally proposed an ambitious year-long study of his own social studies
classroom, including videotaping, diary-keeping, test results, student reactions, observations conducted by independent observers—you name it, we included it. As committee members, we were remiss (I now realize) in not pressing for sharper focus at the time of the proposal review, but we did not want to appear carping and we lauded Alfred's thoroughness and capability for hard work. Also, we had at hand his massive review of the literature, which we mistakenly took as a good sign instead of a bad one, for it was exhaustive rather than selective.

We haven't seen Alfred on campus for a couple of years. He has returned to classroom teaching, having used his allotted study leave to pursue course work prior to dissertation research rather than after it, in the typical but unfortunate pattern of doctoral programs in professional schools. We keep hearing that the first three chapters are ready; this isn't much of a progress report, however. The proposal was so extensive it virtually overwhelmed chapter one. The literature review constituted a ready-made, if tedious, chapter two. Now, chapter three exhausts method.

There is every professional and personal reason in the world for Alfred to finish his study, and perhaps he will. I can only surmise at this point that he genuinely is stuck, so mired down in data after so long a time that he has become immobilized. He's too proud to seek help, presumably interpreting his problem as a personal failure rather than recognizing the inherent trap in the boundless freedom of an inadequately focused descriptive study. The face-saving element in all this is that Alfred's problem has been attributed to writer's block. The cold hard fact is that he doesn't know what to say and what not to say; he is still hoping to include everything.

3. KEEPING GOING

Once your writing is under way, I assume that if you have something to say and a plan for saying it, you can progress satisfactorily on your own. Not only would you be better off left alone, I doubt that you would take time to read something like this, for it is addressed to a problem you do not have. Further, not only all writers but each individual piece of writing takes on a personality and direction of its own. The best advice I have for any writer already writing is conveyed in my chapter titles: Once you get going, keep going.

I do know that in addition to being an act of arrogance, writing is also a splendid test of one's tolerance for deferred gratification. Even when the writing seems to be going well, there could hardly be gratification enough to warrant the time and commitment necessary to keep on keeping on. You have to work without feedback or encouragement. Your only measure of progress may be the diminishing number of topics still to be addressed and a slowly mounting set of pages of uneven quality that may fall far short of original hopes and expectations.

Rely on grim determination and keep plugging away. I can suggest a few pointers that you may take as advice from an old hand, but the issues raised are more important than the resolutions I can propose. Anything goes that results in a tangible written product moving you toward a satisfactory final manuscript and that offers a toehold for subsequent revision. For analogy let me suggest the criterion used by most of my Chinese acquaintances around the world whenever I ask if I am using chopsticks the proper way: "Harry, is the food getting to your mouth?"

In writing, results are what count; the end justifies the means. How much coffee you drink, sleep you lose, days you waste, even how awful your first drafts look—none of these really matter. Be ever mindful of Becker's wise counsel that "the only version that counts is the last one" (1965, p. 21).

Stay With It

If you have engaged in substantial fieldwork, be prepared to spend from several months to a year completing your writing. Rosalie Wax's sage advice is to allow as much time for analysis and writing as time spent in the field—and, as she adds, even more if you are "really astute and can get away with it" (Wax, 1971, p. 45). From the outset, pace yourself for an activity in which it is critical to sustain interest, not merely to capture an occasional burst of energy of the sort that once got you through school assignments (graduate studies included). "The precondition for writing well," Peter Elbow observes, "is being able to write badly and to write when you are not in the mood" (1981, p. 373). Set reasonable expectations and make a firm commitment that writing time will receive top priority. Be demanding of yourself. Authors who make a living at it attend to their writing not only on a daily basis but for a seven- rather than a five-day week.
(for that reason alone this probably will not be an academic colleague) who will read and provide intentionally encouraging feedback. Even better, ask someone to read your words aloud to you without comment, or with only general and supportive suggestions such as "That reads well" or "This needs more explanation." Hearing your words read aloud can help you concentrate on what actually has reached paper—the experience as you are creating it for others, out of your experience. They are not the same.

We do not recognize the rhythms and patterns of our own speech. What we write usually reads well to us (i.e., literally "sounds right") because we know how to read it. But no two humans share identical language patterns. When that oral reader stumbles—or not-so-subtly gasps for air, as my friend Anna Kohner used to do while reading aloud long sentences of early drafts of my dissertation—the author needs to get busy with the editing pencil.

Some Specific Suggestions To Keep You Going

Let me conclude by reiterating the central idea of this chapter: Keep the writing moving forward. Get the essence of your study committed to paper, no matter how rough or incomplete it may seem. Do not lose sight of the fact that well-focused interpretive statements may help you improve the problem statement, just as your developing analysis may help you make better decisions about the descriptive material, although the descriptive material will probably (but not necessarily) precede it in the completed manuscript. Further thoughts:

- Keep your focus in mind as you weave the story and offer your interpretation, but maintain a healthy skepticism about the focus itself. Always consider the possibility that you are not yet on the mark. A guiding question: "What is this (really) a study of?"
- Your major concern, especially in writing the first draft, is to get rid of data—to focus progressively, to home in on your topic. You can note in passing (in literal notes to yourself, or in asides shared with readers) important and intriguing issues you must leave for another time.
- Do not allow yourself to get stuck because of data you do not have, or problems and elements that you do not understand or feel you cannot (and perhaps will never be able to) interpret adequately. Note whatever is bothering you, either for yourself, if you think things can be remedied, or for your reader, if the problem seems likely to remain fixed at that stage. Then get on with it. Readers will not be offended if you do not claim to know everything.

- Unless absolutely forbidden to do so by a stuffy editor or dissertation committee, write in the first person. Put yourself squarely in the scene, but don't take center stage. The world does not need more sentences of the sort that begin, "It appears to this writer . . ." or "What is being said here is . . ."
- Try writing your descriptive passages entirely in the past tense if you find yourself constantly moving between present and past. Admittedly, the past tense seems to "kill off" everyone as soon as an action is completed. It also does strange things to alive-and-well informants, particularly if you begin writing while still conducting fieldwork. By the time your manuscript has gone through many iterations, editorial review, and publication you will discover that the past tense no longer seems so strange, and you will not have left informants forever doing and saying whatever they happened to be doing and saying during your brief tenure.
- Use your extensive field notes and fieldwork experience to provide concrete illustrations and examples. Never underestimate the power of specific instances to support your generalizations and to inform and reach out to your reader, what Geertz eloquently describes as "the power of the scientific imagination to bring us into touch with the lives of strangers" (1973, p. 16).
- Write for your peers. Pitch the level of discussion to an audience of readers who do not know what you are talking about. Write your dissertation with fellow graduate students in mind, not your learned committee members. Address your subsequent studies to the many who do not know, not the few who do.
- Heed the admonitions so frequently given in the interest of improving prose. Try to avoid wordiness, passive or convoluted constructions, long words and pompous phrases, abstract nouns and faulty pronoun references, misplaced modifiers, and nonparallel constructions. But never allow such admonitions to hinder initial efforts to get ideas written down; you can attend to style and correctness in the later stages of revising and editing, and you can get help from others with those aspects of writing. No one need ever see your early drafts. As your ideas take shape and become more elegant, take pleasure in crafting sentences worthy of them.

4. TIGHTENING UP

Some of the best advice I've ever seen for writers happened to be included with the directions I found for assembling a new wheelbarrow: Make sure all parts are properly in place before tightening.

To press the analogy a bit further, fieldwork and data sorting in qualitative research might be likened to collecting and identifying the
parts of a wheelbarrow. Then you need a workable sequence for joining the parts. Before you start tightening, take a look at how the whole thing is coming together. Do you have everything you need? (And, do you need everything you have? Remember, you're only supposed to be tightening that wheelbarrow, not filling it.)

Whether writing up your research entails a project report, a journal article, dissertation, a technically oriented monograph, or a book, my guess is that as the material takes shape you will worry that the descriptive account is too long, the interpretation or analysis lacks the power you hoped to achieve, and you cannot figure out what to say in conclusion. Disparaging these problems may appear, you are making headway if they are yours. Think how much better off you are than a researcher who discovers that the data are thin, or the analysis and conclusions unwarranted.

No amount of fancy editing can transform an inadequate data base into a solid piece of research; although cancel on the put of the researcher may preserve ideas, insights, and questions that have merit independent of fabled fieldwork. Don't fool yourself for a moment that some fancy combination of boldface type, shadow letters, underlined words, or whatever format or lettering tricks you can do with word processing of laser printing can improve anything except the looks of a manuscript. (Fancy title pages on term papers always arouse my suspicion.) Qualitative studies are dependent on how they read, not how they look. Fieldwork may be the dramatic part, but the quality of the desk work holds the real key. Writing is integral to qualitative inquiry, not an addendum. Some researchers may achieve brilliant results through seemingly effortless prowess with prose, but what most of us accomplish is achieved through sustained effort at editing and revision. These are the processes discussed here.

Reviewing for Content and Style

If I have given the impression that I take style to be more important than content, let me now correct that impression. Content is paramount—what you have to say, not how you say it. Style is critical but auxiliary in reporting qualitative research, necessary but not sufficient. An attractive feature about style is that it is amenable to discussions like this. No one can teach you how to write; lots of people can help you write a bit better.

I have never met anyone who reads qualitative studies for their style. What Geertz says of anthropological writing applies to qualitative research in general: "Good anthropological texts are plain texts, unpretending. They neither invite literary-critical close reading nor reward it" (1988, p. 2). For the most part, however, our efforts are focused on other humans working through their own everyday lives, and our attempts to be not only unpretentious but intriguing as well. When they are not, when our accounts appear sterile and listless, how often is it that writing at fault? Our peculiar genius often seems to take the life out of our cases rather than celebrate the life in them. Our opportunity is also our challenge: to portray real people doing and saying real things, seen through the eyes of another human observer.

With a completed draft of the full account in hand—including initial attempts at analysis or interpretation, no matter how rudimentary—the process of heightening begins in earnest. Tightening is the part of the writing process that I most enjoy, although I do not suggest that working through successive drafts of a manuscript is without agony of its own.

I try to express thoughts clearly the first time; I do not write poorly in order to make revision challenging. I take little delight in recognizing long, unnecessarily complex, and poorly formed sentences or paragraphs that I thought were OK when I wrote them. Worse yet, behind many such sentences lurks a poorly formed idea. I often wonder if my thinking is as convoluted as my writing. (If so, is the problem diminishing with experience or getting worse with age?) Though seemingly satisfactory in the abstract seldom appear with comparable clarity when written.

With an entire manuscript drafted, one also realizes that it is no small trick to get description and interpretation to match. We carry in our heads far more of our studies than we ever commit to print, a feat always more apparent in reading the work of others than our own. One sometimes wonders whether researchers pay sufficient attention to what they actually have written. Is the narrative account sufficient to support the analysis? The resolution lies not in faulting the analysis, but in keeping in mind that analysis helps to form the descriptive account, just as the descriptive account provides the substance for analysis. I have suggested that writing the narrative description is a good place to begin, but this does not mean the descriptive account then becomes sacrosanct. Until a manuscript is in print, not a word in it is sacrosanct. (You cannot be that cavalier with material quoted from your sources, of course, but the choice and extent of such quotations remains yours and yours alone.)

As the analysis takes shape, some material originally included may become superfluous, just as other sections may need to be fleshed out.
with more detail. Anthropologist Michael Agar (1980) offers this description of the process:

You learn something ("collect some data"), then you try to make sense out of it ("analysis"), then you go back and see if the interpretation makes sense in light of new experience ("collect more data"), then you refine your interpretation ("more analysis"), and so on. The process is dialectic, not linear. (p. 9)

The nexus between description and analysis in the written account is also dialectic—each process informing the other, each helping with the important work of reducing the detail, maintaining the focus, and moving ahead with the story. Where your descriptive account is "thin" because your data are thin, you are well advised to exhibit both honesty and restraint. There is nothing wrong with sharing hunches or impressions, provided they are labeled as such. Nor can you be faulted for pointing to the kind of data that would be necessary to support a generalization you believe to be warranted but are not actually prepared to make.

The tightening phase is also the time to begin looking for needless repetition. Because our studies sometimes take years to research and months to write, we forget that they are read in a matter of hours, even minutes. Sentences written weeks apart and revised days apart may be read moments apart. Astute collegial reviewers can identify repetitions that we ourselves no longer recognize. How surprising to find a comment penned by a colleague, "Didn't you just say all this about three pages back?" But how much better such gentle admonition from a friend than a terse comment from an anonymous reviewer: "Redundant. Needs rewriting."

Revising Versus Editing

Writers writing self-consciously about writing sometimes distinguish between revising and editing, the former in reference to reviewing content, the latter regarding style, correctness, and other details. The distinction correctly sets priorities: Content comes first. But I think it also fosters a mistaken image of a two-step process. Editing presupposes something to edit, and that something is the heart of it, not simply a first step. At the same time, the implication that everything I write requires revision is a little harsh on my author-ego, even if it may be essentially correct. I find myself referring to manuscripts as revised after I revise them, but while actually engaging in the process I prefer to think (and announce) that I am editing, regardless of whether I am performing a major overhaul or minor tuning. I admit to revising only when I must change a format, make cuts or revisions called for by an editor, or undertake a substantial rewrite, such as "dedissertationizing" my doctoral research for publication (Wolcott, 1967/1989). Most of what I call editing would probably be called revising by anyone looking over my shoulder. If you work with word processing, you probably recognize your own threshold between minor editing and major revision when you assign your manuscript a new date, title, or code number.

Editing occurs in countless ways, and any serious researcher-cum-author should experience many of them. One way to gain editing experience that seems particularly well suited to academic and professional writing is through collegial review. I hope you recognize editing as help to be given to others as well as sought for yourself. Providing the service of editorial review for others not only gains you experience but also enlists you in our collective responsibility for the level of presentation in qualitative research. Editing the work of others also affords us an opportunity to recognize desirable and undesirable practices in their writing that we are not always able to discern in our own. If one's timing is right, graduate students polishing the final drafts of their dissertations are an especially receptive audience for editorial direction. The only cautions are to avoid the trap of editing for them rather than helping them become better author-editors on their own, and (as with the wheelbarrow instructions) to make sure that they have all the parts properly in place before they begin tightening.

Reading published book reviews provides another means for keeping tabs on colleagues' writing and offers a three-for-one return on your investment of time. First, you get an overview and critique of the content of new publications, which helps with the ever-presressing problem of keeping up in your field. Second, you get one academic author's reaction to the writing of another in the same field. Few reviewers can resist the temptation to comment on organization and style, although most insist or imply that they are above such things. Third, you sample the reviewer's own style, seen in a disciplined piece of writing addressing the delicate business of collegial (and sometimes not-so-collegial) review. Book reviews are an under-appreciated art form in academic writing. Read them. Write them.

When I edit my own material, I often experience a sense of diminishing return if I devote a too-sustained effort to the task. Manuscripts
Having long ago discovered how (very) long it can take from the moment of first submission of a manuscript to finally seeing it in print, I continue revising drafts (even) after I submit them. (Remember: Only the final version counts!) I advise publishers of this edit-while-you-wait practice, offering to substitute a clean and current draft the moment a manuscript is to be put into production. Production is sometimes delayed for a year or two, and no draft can fail to be improved by periodic review during the waiting period. References may need to be updated. More important, you may be able to strengthen your interpretation or analysis during the time for reflection prompted by unanticipated delays. Recognize as well that your most profound insights may not occur for years. As the epigraph suggests, should you come to realize with the passage of time “how much the views on all points will have to be modified,” you will still be in good company.

An invited article I once prepared for a prestigious audience of researchers suffered so many delays while the editor bullied and cajoled reluctant contributors that by the time the book was in print, a chapter intended as state-of-the-art looked more like a historical review. The lesson for me was to edit with an eye for a solid piece that will stand the test of time, rather than try to stay “up to the minute.” Neither our qualitative studies nor our audiences have the sense of urgency about them one finds in some fields— all the more reason to make our contributions lasting ones, timeless rather than timely.

Seeking Formal Editorial Help

Among the sources of editorial help are the readily available but little-used talents of professional editors. In submitting material to a publisher, there is always the possibility that one will get such help free. Unfortunately, you cannot count on it. Nor can you predict either the nature or extent of in-house editorial help.

An author of my acquaintance submitted the draft of a book-length qualitative study to a university press eager to publish it. She was elated to have her draft returned for approval in final copyedited form ready for the printer. What she had expected—counted on, really—was an editor’s careful sentence-by-sentence examination to guide her own final editing. She had to make an agonizing decision (especially with a first book) to withdraw her manuscript, seek independent editorial help, and resubmit at a later date with the hope that the publisher’s enthusiasm would not wane. Fortunately, it did not. The alternative to
seemingly rigid deadlines (in this case, at least) was to counter with a superbly revised manuscript.

Matching editorial help offered with editorial help desired is uneasy business under any circumstances. As editor-in-chief of a scholarly journal for three years, my style was meticulous, and I encouraged our outside reviewers and in-house staff (a part-time professional editor and several graduate assistants) to be equally rigorous. We penciled comments and suggestions on every manuscript under serious consideration, usually circulating only one copy so that each of us was privy to suggestions made by earlier readers. (This was in part for our mutual edification. We read each other's comments and argued among ourselves—in the margins of the manuscript, if we thought it of interest to the author—whether our suggested changes were necessarily improvements.) Other than with format requirements, however, we never insisted on the changes we proposed, and we did not make a record copy of our suggestions. When manuscripts came back revised, as they almost always did, we read them anew rather than comparing them sentence by sentence with the earlier submission.

I was told that when we returned her manuscript, a colleague at another institution stormed out of her office and announced, "I haven't had anything marked up like this since I was a sophomore in high school." What we received at the editor's office, however, was a gracious thank-you for our careful reading and a much improved draft that we were pleased to publish. On another occasion, a contributor reacted upon seeing his article in print, "I didn't know I wrote that well!" Truth was, he didn't. But with our insistence and editorial suggestions, coupled with his willingness to rework the material, the results were fine. Because we insisted on better writing, we got it. I would be flattered someday to have an astute reader/critic discover and commend the caliber of writing in the journal during those years under my editorship, but that will never happen. Good writing does not call attention to itself, it enhances what is being written about.

That academic writers make such little use of freelance editors can be attributed, I believe, to frugality coupled with lack of precedent. We seem willing to invest great amounts of time at our writing, but not a penny for editing. I do not recall ever seeing a line item budgeted for editorial assistance in a grant or project proposal, although the final product often is expected to be a publishable monograph or book rather than a technical report. There seems an unstated but prevailing notion that one's writing—like one's research—also should be original, ent-

tirely one's own. Too bad, when writing so benefits from review by others!

One can summon other arguments against hiring professional editorial help, in addition to the out-of-pocket-expense (that) academics would hardly dismiss as inconsequential. One problem is how to identify a good editor—the question of quality control in a field where virtually anyone who has ever written for publication is (has) taken a few writing courses can feign expertise. Researchers also worry that the only help editors provide is with style; that editors have no appreciation for technical fields, and thus do not really "understand." Unfortunately, that can be turned into a serious indictment. One of our claims in qualitative research is that we help others to understand themselves by seeing things through the perspective we provide. Editors ought to be able to help us accomplish our own stated purposes. Good editors should do it without bruising tender egos, at the same time fostering development of our individual styles. If your only reviewer/critics are your best friends and closest colleagues, you may need to be reminded of the slogan adopted in advertising for Listerine mouthwash: "There are things your best friends won't tell you." Halitosis pales by comparison to the lasting impression of poor writing.

How Do You Conclude a Qualitative Study?

You don't. Give serious thought to dropping the idea that your final chapter must lead to a conclusion or that the account must build toward a dramatic climax. In the dichotomous thinking said to be typical of Americans, research is sometimes portrayed as being either decision-oriented or conclusion-oriented. Clearly, some research is decision-oriented, but I am not sure that "decision-oriented" is adequate to describe the rest of it. In reporting qualitative work, I avoid the term conclusion. I do not want to work toward a grand flourish that might tempt me beyond the boundaries of the material I have been presenting or detract from the power (and exceed the limitations) of an individual case.

Qualitative researchers seem particularly vulnerable to the tendency—and urge—to go beyond reporting what is and to use their studies as platforms for making pronouncements of what ought to be. A critical divide separates the realm of the observable from the realm of values about good and better. This is not simply the matter of a big leap: You cannot bridge the chasm between the descriptive and the
prescriptive without imposing someone's judgment, whether originating from the people in the setting ("What we really need around here . . ."), from expert opinion ("If these people knew what was good for them . . ."), or from the researcher's own assessment ("I cannot help wondering whether . . ."). True, there is an evaluative dimension to all description, but the adjective is restraint. The urge to lead personal opinion and judgment seems to become strongest when we start searching for the capstone with which to conclude our studies. You can recognize it creeping into your work (or, if you prefer, into mine) with the appearance of words like "should," "must," "need," or "ought." There is nothing wrong with offering your personal opinions or professional judgments—but be sure to label them as such, and to search out and acknowledge their origins in your thinking.

Ruth Benedict once observed that "American popular audiences crave solutions" (1946, p. 192). As both producers and consumers of research, we need to recognize our collective penchant for closure of some sort, especially for endings that are satisfying. How often do we read about films produced with multiple endings while producers argue over the one likely to draw the biggest box office? Every article in our weekly news magazines, every report for live, on-the-spot TV coverage has its dramatic tag line. The endings for qualitative studies do not have to be all that dramatic; they need only to be adequate for the occasion. Nothing more may be required than a sentence or two tucked into the last paragraph of the chapter dealing with analysis and interpretation.

My advice is to work toward a conservative closing statement that reviews succinctly what has been attempted, what has been learned, and what new questions have been raised. Do not abandon your case study in an effort to achieve a grand finale. I remind students that it is not necessary to push a canoe into the sunset at the end of every paper. Recognize and resist the temptation of dramatic but irrelevant endings or conclusions that raise issues never addressed in the research. Beginnings and endings are important; they deserve extra attention from the author because they tend to get extra attention from the reader. Look for ways to make them better without letting them get bigger rather than striving for closure, see if you can leave both yourself and your readers pondering the essential issues you have addressed. In time you may understand more. Only in my 1989 Afterword to *Kwakiutl Village and School* did I find an adequate way to conceptualize and in that sense conclude the study. Lapsed time: a quarter of a century!

Be prepared, however, that the point at which you would prefers to stop may not go far enough to satisfy your readers. Commercial publishers often boast that they "know their audience" and may insist that you offer more by way of a satisfying conclusion or set of summary points. If you argue that the case stands by itself, or that the lessons are not all that clear, then you may be pressed by a wily publisher or editor, a granting agency, even a dissertation committee to state what you learned, or to reflect on what you think it all means. Alternatives to a formal conclusion include summaries, recommendations or implications, or a statement of personal reflections. Any compatible combination of these alternatives may satisfy the need for closure without tempting you to go too far, losing your audience just as the final curtain descends. I remark briefly about each, because they raise critical questions about purposes and opportunities in qualitative research.

**SUMMARIES**

Concluding with a summary invites both the redundancy and the evaluative stance you may have been working to avoid. Yet a summary also may accommodate the very repetition and disclosure necessary to ensure that your message gets across in the form you intended. Descriptive case studies can be maddeningly ambiguous. Is that how you intend yours?

A summary can provide a careful, conservative way to conclude on a strong note. It allows a review of what you have done in terms of your original statement of purpose. It also provides an opportunity to anticipate critical reaction by pointing out shortcomings, discussing how you might have proceeded now that you are a bit older but wiser.

If the idea of a summary appeals to you, consider doing even more by providing brief summaries throughout the study rather than saving everything for the end. Most authors could make better use of chapter or section summaries if they really used them to summarize. Final sections labeled as summaries too often preview what is coming next rather than fulfill the promise of a succinct review of material already presented. Introductions, as the word suggests, belong at the beginning of new sections, not at the close of preceding ones. Concise and well-written chapter summaries provide a sort of running "box score" for stating how things stood at the beginning of the chapter and reviewing information and insights newly added. Summaries should help everyone remain on target, reader and author alike.
An "executive summary" or "guide to the reader" is a special kind of summary ordinarily found in the opening pages of a study rather than in the closing ones, often preempting more traditional front matter. An executive summary should outline the scope of the work and encapsulate the findings. If it is truly a guide for the reader (rather than an abstract in disguise), it also may indicate where to locate specific topics within the text.

An effective summary of this latter type appears in a monograph by Murray and Rosalie Wax and Robert Dumont, Jr., *Formal Education in an American Indian Community* (1964/1989). The entire study, consisting of only 126 pages—including 11 pages of appendix—stands as a model of field research and succinct reporting, particularly for its effort to reach an audience of practitioners via a scholarly monograph. Yet even with so brief a report, the authors immediately catch the reader's attention with a three-paragraph (double-spaced, even on the printed page!) “Guide to the Reader” to convey the gist of their message to those who may not pause long enough to discern it for themselves. The opening paragraph of their guide appears in Figure 4.1. The special reading assignment for “skeptics and critics” that appears in the final sentence reflected a recognition by the senior authors (sociologist Murray Wax, anthropologist Rosalie Wax) that their qualitatively oriented approach was likely to be subject to scrutiny by methodologists but of little concern to busy practitioners.

**RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS**

A frequent practice in resolving the how-to-conclude question is to prepare a final section or chapter that couples a brief summary with recommendations or implications. Whether boldly to offer recommendations or more tentatively to tease out implications depends on the nature and purpose of the study, its intended audiences, and the style or pose of the researcher (e.g., dispassionate observer, consultant, critic, advocate). In any case, we ordinarily see recommendations or implications, not the two together.

The press to offer recommendations can put the more scientifically oriented researcher in a bind: One would like to present the case so well, so thoroughly, and so fairly that the reader has the same basis for making judgments as the researcher—and, thus, the researcher is relieved of that responsibility. At the same time, when one has devoted extensive attention to a problem or setting (e.g., Why don’t the children

---

**Figure 4.1. Example of an Effective Executive Summary**

A GUIDE TO THE READER

Those who must skim the pages of reports as they run from crisis to meeting to office are advised to turn to the chapter titled “Summary and Recommendations,” which has been written with them in mind. Readers who wish to examine a picture of a contemporary Indian reservation and who are indifferent to the preliminaries of a research investigation are advised to turn to the second chapter, titled “Ecology, Economy, and Educational Achievement.” Skeptics and critics will want to read not only the first chapter ["Perspective and Objectives of this Research"] but also the Appendix ["Research Procedure"] before proceeding into the heart of the text.


of this [ethnic minority of your choice] group perform better in school? What steps could be taken to curb the [social problem of your choice] among these teenagers? What might be done to improve the [socially desirable goal of your choice] among members of this group?) It is not unreasonable for those involved to expect some kind of helpful reflections or advice.

The bottom line for practitioners is always, “So what?” A qualitative researcher’s efforts to convey nonjudgmental objectivity is likely to be perceived instead as a typical academic cop-out. We may prefer not to be pressed for our personal reactions and opinions, but we must be prepared to offer them. It is not unreasonable to expect researchers to have something to contribute as a result of their studied detachment and inquiry-oriented perspective.

One way to provide that sought-after help is to outline the kind of additional information or insight a researcher would require in order to pose a solution, offer a recommendation, or render the kind of judgment requested. Treated too cavalierly, or brushed aside with an unbecoming modesty (“Oh, we couldn’t possibly say anything about that—we don’t know enough yet”), the too-humble-to-be-helpful approach can indeed be a cop-out. On the other hand, pointing to elements the researcher feels he or she has not understood, or that seem poorly defined, may
help uncover inherent ambiguities. To the question, “Why don’t you tell us how to make this program more effective?” a researcher may reply with a discomforting but not altogether unlikely explanation: “Because I have been unable to get a clear sense of what it is you are trying to accomplish.” (My own efforts to describe an ambiguously defined community development project are reported in Wocott, 1983b).

A second way to offer help—although it, too, can lead to discomfort and denial—is to identify seeming paradoxes. The manner in which people go about things often produces different, and sometimes opposite, effects from what they intend. Anthropologist Ray McDermott provides an example in his microcultural description and analysis of differences in the organization of reading instruction for the top and bottom pupils in one first-grade classroom. He observed how the top readers practiced their reading skills while the bottom readers rehearsed classroom protocols appropriate to their niche as “poor” students (McDermott, 1975). Although such an observation and interpretation might bring little joy to a dedicated but harried first-grade teacher, comparable paradoxes permeate formal education whenever the quick get the lecture and the slow get lectured.

A third way to offer help is to identify alternatives to current practice (or solutions to current problems) and to assist those responsible for action, or those who may be affected by it, in examining the possible consequences of these alternatives. In this way, the analytical skills of the researcher may serve not only as a potential resource for readers but also as a potential model for them in conducting further inquiry on their own.

The logical extension of this argument is that change agents—nurses, police officers, social workers, teachers, and so forth—should be collaborative partners in qualitative research, and ultimately become researchers who conduct their own studies among their clients. Our problems with data overload should help us understand why an idea that sounds so right is generally so impractical. To an even greater extent than do researchers, practitioners must get rid of (which in this case means ignore) massive amounts of information about their clients, their settings, cultural differences, and so on before they can get on with their appointed tasks. To know more may hopelessly complicate assignments already hopelessly complex.

Drawing implications is akin to stating recommendations but allows the researcher to remain more distant and contemplative. If one wishes to address specialist audiences (e.g., practitioners, administrators, policymakers, other researchers)—including audiences whose members might not take kindly to boldly stated advice based on a neophyte researcher’s modest study of a single case—then tentatively identifying possible implications may offer an oblique approach in which questions are posed rather than answered.

When our intended audience consists solely of research colleagues, I think it sufficient to conclude with a statement summarizing what has been learned and what appears to be to the next steps in an ongoing process of inquiry. We like to think that we do more than simply talk to ourselves, however, and we must be prepared to say more, to offer what help we can. Most certainly we can do a better job of inquiring systematically into the kind of help that practitioners, administrators, and perhaps even those policymakers we are forever enjoining to heed our work really want. One of the intriguing questions constantly before us—our own professional paradox—is why social research has so little impact. Are we scratching where it isn’t itching? Stated more anthropologically (i.e., rephrased without the value judgment), have we given adequate attention to the impact of our research efforts and to the related question of whether that is the impact we want to have?

**PERSONAL REFLECTIONS**

I welcome the current mood that encourages researchers to be candid and “self-reflexive” about fieldwork and also recognizes that the fieldworker is likely to be the individual most affected by the experience. Nonetheless, if you close on a note of personal reflection, keep the focus of your study the focus of your reflections. The more you feel an urge to step into the spotlight, the more you should consider divoring your reflections from the research. Write them up separately, especially if your presence and feelings have been muted elsewhere in the account. On the other hand, if you have maintained a presence, you have had opportunities to share your personal reflections all along; you probably have said enough. (See the discussion of two contrasting styles of researcher-reflective reporting, the *confessional* and the *impressionist*, in Van Maanen, 1988, chapters 4 and 5.)

**Running Out of Space**

“When in doubt, leave it out,” the guidebooks advise novice travelers packing for an extended trip. Good advice for qualitative researchers, too—except that doubt is one of our pervasive concerns. How much
description is enough to earn the accolade "thick description"? How much context is enough to make a study "contextual"? To avoid being shallow, how deeply must we delve to present a case "in depth"? At the other extreme, if luminaries like Malinowski and Margaret Mead can be faulted for "haphazard descriptiveness" (noted in Marcus and Fischer, 1986, p. 56), how can we assure that our own descriptiveness is of some higher order?

Faced with the dilemma of having more to pack than a suitcase can possibly hold, the novice traveler has three possibilities: rearrange so as to get more in, remove nonessentials, or find a larger suitcase. Qualitative researchers have comparable options. Like learning to pack small items inside bigger ones, there are ways to pack more into a manuscript without increasing its length. "Tightening" suggests that the end product will be more compact, although my experience is that unless revision is undertaken specifically to reduce manuscript length, deletions usually are matched by seemingly minor changes and additions that leave total manuscript length about the same—or a tad longer. If clever repacking is not remedy enough, some items will have to be left out. As to the third possibility, seasoned travelers and researchers alike are aware that large containers are unwieldy, often require special handling that entails additional costs, and may be prohibited by regulation (recall my instructions for this monograph: a "strict limit of 100-120 double-spaced manuscript pages").

Under two headings that follow ("Crowding More In" and "Cutting More Out") I offer suggestions of a mechanical nature for meeting space limitations. The underlying concern is not mechanical, however; it is an issue of focus. This is why I keep returning to the importance of the problem statement ("The purpose of this study is . . .") and reiterating that the problem statement itself must remain under continual critical review.

Given lingering doubts about the criteria of inclusion for descriptive studies, I can offer another aphorism that has served to guide my writing and that I have repeated frequently to help others experiencing difficulties with organizing, writing, or editing: Do less, more thoroughly. For years I wrongly attributed this to Alfred North Whitehead, although he most certainly was my inspiration if inadvertently coined a phrase of my own. Whitehead's actual statement was delivered as two educational commandments: "Do not teach too many subjects," and "What you teach, teach thoroughly" (Whitehead, 1929/1949, p. 14).

"Do less, more thoroughly" is my maxim, and the zoom lens on a camera provides an analogy for the principle in action. If you want to take in more of the picture, you must sacrifice closeness of detail, and vice versa. Michael Agar suggests what he calls the "funnel approach" to fieldwork: "The strategy is to selectively narrow the focus within a previously explored broad field" (Agar, 1980, p. 9; for another lens analogy, see Peacock, 1986).

And do you have the focus right? The answer to that crucial question lies not within the research setting, and not within your choice of method; it is something you must bring to the setting. In the process of "selectively narrowing the focus" you will come to appreciate the value of both a solid grounding in an academic tradition and an orientation within an arena of professional concern. Even holistic ethnographers are spared responsibility for getting "everything." They look at what other ethnographers look at, guided in a broad sense by the canons of cultural anthropology and in a specific sense by the problem they have set. Biographers, economic developers, health professionals, and sports pedagogues all have their own concerns. Nobody has to get it all. "A way of seeing is always a way of not seeing," Kenneth Burke (1935, p. 70) once observed. Selective focusing helps to accomplish both at once.

CROWDING MORE IN

Qualitative research wed us to prose. We need to remind ourselves that charts, diagrams, maps, tables, and photographs not only provide valuable supplements to printed text but can condense and expedite the presentation of supporting detail.

I have revealed my inclination to "think sections," "think chapters," or "think table of contents" from the moment I begin a new study. That advice can be restated more universally, applicable to the presentation of quantitative and qualitative data alike. As Miles and Huberman state it: "Think display" (1984, p. 21 passim; see also Tufte, 1983). Display formats provide alternatives for coping with two of our most critical tasks, data reduction and data analysis.

Charts and diagrams offer other ways to give our thoughts embodiment. They invite us to sort and categorize data, to explore what goes with what, and to contemplate how seemingly discrete data may be linked in previously unrecognized ways. Researchers who think spatially work through their charts and diagrams in order literally to "see"
their studies before them, whereas most of us are constrained by the regimented vision of prose. Some qualitative researchers conceptualize and work systematically through their studies with large charts and diagrams drawn on inexpensive newsprint spread across their walls or floors.

In more conventional formats, tables and charts also can relay information that provides context for a study but is of interest to only a small proportion of one's anticipated audience. Similarly, maps are an expedient way to locate a region and community, sketch maps are a convenient way to plot movement or show before-and-after comparisons, and pictures are still worth a thousand words (more or less, and assuming that they raise no insurmountable issues with confidentiality or permissions).

Graphics also enhance the likelihood of capturing the attention of readers who "see" facts or visualize relationships in other ways. They also keep us mindful of exploring alternative forms of representation and presentation by augmenting the always potentially tedious flow of words on the printed page. Displays have a function in data analysis as well: Charts and diagrams developed in rough form as a preliminary way to organize (and get rid of) data can help researchers tease out relationships and patterns spatially. They facilitate the management and analysis, as well as the presentation, of data. Don't hesitate to explore alternative ways—and shapes—for displaying and summarizing data using tables, diagrams, figures, and maps.

By way of example, I include here (Figure 4.2) a working diagram that offers visual representation of a variety of approaches to on-site research. My original purpose for organizing this material was to identify a number of strategies so that students new to qualitative research would not invariably affix the label ethnography to their studies merely because they were unaware of the wide range of alternative terms and approaches. Initially I concisely described each approach into a one-page table (Wolcott, 1982). The table, however, lent an unfortunate rigidity to its contents. I wanted to convey a sense of the interrelatedness among the approaches without implying a hierarchy. A pie chart provides an alternative way to organize the information, suggest that interrelatedness, and aid my effort to identify and arrange the elements. Note that there are already more words in this paragraph than in the figure, which is another part of my message: the chart speaks for itself.

Figure 4.2. Qualitative/Descriptive Studies Organized by Research Approach

SOURCE: Wolcott (1982), with revisions.

That the chart speaks for itself happens to be both a fact and a condition for material that appears separate from the text: text and alternatives to it stand independently of each other. Supplementary material must be labeled adequately to be understood without having to consult the text. Obviously, this is accomplished with captions and subheadings. The problem is to ensure that the material is self-explanatory, not text dependent. To determine whether your charts and tables stand by themselves, see if someone unfamiliar with the text can interpret your visual displays correctly.

As with prose, tables, charts, and photographs also require continuous review. Nothing should be considered for inclusion that is not of
high quality (i.e., clean lines, sharp focus), but materials also must be relevant and complementary to the purposes at hand, not there simply to break up space or create an impression. As revising and editing continue, so should review of supporting materials. They will be reviewed critically by a publisher as well, for they increase production costs and you may be asked to justify the added expense.

Charts or tables critical to early drafts sometimes become superfluous after the writing is completed. Conversely, maps and diagrams may have to be simplified to be effective. Several maps may be needed to accomplish competing purposes originally designed to be achieved in one (e.g., locating the region of study in one map, accompanied by a map of larger scale providing finer detail). In a word, everything should be orchestrated. Don't leave the reader wondering why something was included that seems to have no bearing on the purposes of the study.

A word of caution: charts and tables provide a ready trap for authors vulnerable to attacks of "misplaced concreteness" (another phrase prompted by Whitehead, although his concern was with abstraction rather than specificity, as implied here). The problem of misplaced concreteness is not limited to charts and tables, of course; it arises whenever detail is introduced at a distracting level inconsistent with the purposes of a study or with the level of detail provided elsewhere. Biographers and historians seem particularly susceptible to misplaced concreteness, faced (dare I say preoccupied?) as they are with conflicting evidence and sometimes seeming to include data for no apparent reason except that they were uncovered during the search process. The most flagrant example of misplaced concreteness that I recall, however, appeared in a sociological study in which the appendix to a modest monograph on social practices related to urban African beer drinking was a table of random numbers. The intended message, I assume, was "This is science." My reaction as reviewer was, "This is ridiculous."

Another practice among qualitative researchers for keeping manuscripts to a reasonable length is to provide only brief excerpts from interviews or field notes in the narrative but to include longer protocols in an appendix or supplement, a practice I discuss briefly in the next chapter. Shifting data from one place to another does not change the overall length of a manuscript; it relocates the problem rather than alleviating it. Editorially, however, this can be effective for lending emphasis and focus. There is a misguided tendency among qualitative researchers to let informants rattle on in the written account just as they may have done during their interviews. The consequence is often counterproductive, leaving readers bored rather than beguiled. At times informants do need to be given their voice, and there are approaches such as the anthropological life history in which that voice may be the only one heard. In general, however, I feel that brief quotes are more effective than lengthy ones, especially when multiple speakers are being quoted on the same issue. The longer your quoted passages (whether from informants or printed sources), the greater the need to be sure readers understand the point that you are making.

**CUTTING MORE OUT**

When outside readers agree that some section of a manuscript can be deleted, I hasten to follow their recommendation. Even with general consensus about the need for cutting, however, my experience is that readers will disagree about what should go and what should stay. If cutting is both major and mandatory, I appreciate the authoritative voice and experience of an editor for suggestions about how to proceed. I also have discovered that readers of early drafts are not reluctant to identify possible cuts if I first reassure them that my problem is no longer whether to cut, but where.

Whatever the motivation for cutting—the recommendations (or insistence) of others, or an intuitive feeling of your own—you will be better off to do the actual cutting and necessary rewriting yourself rather than to delegate it. If you do not have access to critical readers to help identify possible ways to cut, let me suggest some places that seem to yield most easily if you have trouble getting started.

First, look for little diatribes where you may have gone off on a tangent. These become easier to identify after you gain some distance from a manuscript. You may suddenly realize that certain questions or issues were dropped rather than developed, or that you took advantage of an opportunity to get on a soapbox about a topic of perennial concern. Concern to you, that is—but perhaps not to your readers. Colleagues can usually spot such detours if you specifically ask, but may be too polite to mention them if you do not; they are already familiar with you and your ways.

Second, make a critical assessment of all points supported with multiple illustrations, multiple vignettes, or multiple quotations, with a sharp eye for needless duplication. Save the best and drop the rest. Summarize the general pattern you see, retaining only an illustration...
or two. You may be attempting to preserve and portray important nuances you recognize in closely related examples, but subtle differences are likely to go unrecognized by readers who do not share your firsthand experience. Most of us see and hear our informants as we enter their worlds onto a manuscript. We forget that our readers cannot do that; for them, the words remain lifeless on the page, and the repetition of materials that are virtually identical becomes tedious.

Do not be hasty, however, about including an excess of illustrative material in your early drafts. It is easier to synthesize or delete from too many examples than to go back through notes searching for the perfect illustration dropped too soon. Further, your choice of quotes and vignettes may change as the text develops and you look for effective ways to communicate and illustrate points. Be sure to code your excerpts (preferably right in your manuscript where they appear) so that you can locate original sources efficiently. Your coding system can be used to relay important information to your reader in encapsulated form (e.g., "Field notes 11/8/84" or "M-33-6th" [male, 33 years old, 6th grade teacher]).

Third, carefully examine every "beginning": the first sentence and paragraph of each chapter or section, the first section of every chapter, and the entire first chapter itself. In reworking my own drafts, I have discovered that my start-ups are often warm-ups; they help me but do nothing for readers who instead may be cooled out by a slow start. You may be able to top a bit off every beginning—unless, of course, you needed my advice to plunge into your account with that key sentence, "The purpose of this study is ..." (Several readers of early drafts asked why I hadn't begun this monograph that way, politely hinting that my Chapter 1, brief as it is, still seemed a slow start.)

Finally, look for whole intact sections—even entire chapters—that might be dropped or relegated to a separate writing project. To your surprise, you may discover that huge chunks can be deleted where smaller pieces cannot. Deleting big chunks may leave glaring gaps that you can point to as major topics intentionally passed over, to be dealt with at another time. (To stay within space limitations, at the suggestion of the editor, I deleted two chapters from this monograph, each of which subsequently was developed into a separate article. I'll bet you never missed them.) By contrast, fiddling with minor cuts may leave you feeling anxious that the account is becoming choppy and disjointed, perhaps even losing its integrity. Pruning stimulates growth, our gardeners tell us. Editorial "pruning" ought also to be invigorating, to author and manuscript alike. Keep an intact copy of the original version; unlike the gardener, should your initial efforts seem a bit severe you can easily undo them or try different possibilities.

How to fit qualitative/descriptive research into the prescribed limits of journal-length articles or monograph-length series, or how to compress two years of fieldwork and writing into a 15-minute time slot in a symposium, is vexing indeed. David Potterman reports a case where program management objected to the brevity of an evaluation report he had drafted, but he notes that the objection was based on the belief that "a physically weightier document would be more useful to them to sell the program in the future" (1989, p. 17). This may be the only recorded case where someone wanted a qualitative researcher to write more, rather than less.

Faced repeatedly with this dilemma of having to compress qualitative reporting, both in my own writing and in trying to help others, my resolution, advice, and philosophy is summed up in the idea of "doing less more thoroughly." A strategy for accomplishing this is to look for parts, instances, or cases that can stand for the whole. Reporting parts is all you can possibly do in a journal article or brief symposium paper, but it is a reasonable guideline for developing a full-blown study as well.

Do you remember Alfred's dilemma described at the end of Chapter 2? (I'll bet you do. We tend to remember material presented through anecdotes and personal asides.) If Alfred comes seeking my advice, I'll ask if he has considered taking some manageable "unit of one" for a focus, some portion of the year's activities that would allow him to represent what he has learned from his extended data without having to recapitulate that entire year. Might he construct his study around one student in the class rather than all of them; meticulously analyze one day in class rather than every day, dissect one social studies unit from inception to posttest rather than try to review all the units presented during the year; analyze one critical event rather than regard everything that occurred as critical?

Returning to the zoom-lens analogy, one way to keep a descriptive study manageable is to zoom in progressively closer and closer until your descriptive task is manageable, then zoom back out again to regain perspective. Like a viewer, a reader, too, needs context to know where the single case fits into the larger scheme of things. So what can we
5. FINISHING UP

The materials that precede and follow the main body of text in a monograph or book are known by rather unimaginative labels: front matter (also "preliminaries") and back matter (or "end matter"). In abbreviated fashion, many of these "matters" must be attended to in journal articles, reports, and chapters in edited collections as well. I introduce and discuss them below in checklist fashion in the order they usually appear in a publication, although that differs from the order in which they ordinarily are addressed.

It is both a courtesy and good politics to be familiar with the format of a journal or monograph series and to submit material in the manner requested. Editors can rightly insist that you do. As noted, you will discover a wide range of practices and preferences from one publisher, one professional field, and one journal to the next, and practices often vary dramatically from one editor's tenure to the next with the same journal, even when policy statements remain the same. It is the business of an editorial staff to establish the kind and extent of uniformity desired. For the author, this may leave little or no choice. You may face some unexpected writing to complete and some unanticipated decisions to make; you also will find that many important decisions have already been made for you.

TITLE

A shorthand title may serve adequately and efficiently in the early stages of a project. That working title, and the date of your current draft, should appear on every page. If your working title encapsulates your problem statement and serves as a constant reminder about focus, so much the better. From the outset, be thinking about an effective final title and jot ideas for possible titles in your notes. During the long interim between the start-up of a project and a completed first draft, the title is one of the few tangible aspects you can share that both announces and summarizes your study. In his reflective article "From Title to Title," Alan Peshkin — whose several book-length studies on aspects of American communities and education provide excellent models of qualitative research — describes how the evolving sequence of tentative titles during the course of a field study reveals his thought processes as he progressively redefines and focuses his research (Peshkin, 1985).

Selecting a title is both serious work and fun. A perhaps unfortunate but nonetheless common practice in scholarly writing is to assign what amounts to a double title. As a consequence, two long, independent, and sometimes seemingly unrelated titles, joined by a colon, get attached to even the shortest of articles. Often one of these titles is creative, even catchy, although I caution against being too cute; titles can come back to haunt you and may detract from your intent. If your first title is a bit on the clever side, its complement, the subtitle (or label, if you think of it that way), should accurately convey the nature of your work.

My friend Norman Delue and I are credited by Ron Rohner for suggesting They Love Me, They Love Me Not (Rohner, 1975) as the title for his then-newly-completed manuscript, but our creative inspiration would have done a grave disservice without his complementary subtitle, A Worldwide Study of the Effects of Parental Acceptance and Rejection. Similarly, Teachers Versus Technocrats (Wolcott, 1977) has proven an effective title for one of my studies, but it sorely needed its subtitle, An Educational Innovation in Anthropological Perspective, to bring it to the attention of the right audience, although the subtitle is a mouthful.

Should a Hollywood studio approach me about making a film based on this monograph, I'll cast about for a snappier title ("Romancing the Keys?"). Until they do, however, my conscience is clear — the title succinctly and accurately conveys enough of the content to hold its own in the marketplace of ideas. It is short but not too short to communicate. Short titles sometimes render a disservice. One that comes to mind is Gregory Bateson's succinct Naven (Bateson, 1936). Although recognized today as an "eccentric classic" (Geertz, 1988, p. 17), the book's title only compounded the obscurity in which it remained shrouded for more than two decades.

DEDICATION

My personal view is that we've gone overboard with the well-intended but subject-to-abuse ritual of dedicating works, particularly works of limited scope and modest appeal. My recommendation is to acknowledge the help and support of others (including those spouses